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Heavenly hero the great warlord exclusive equipment

2007 video game Heavenly SwordEuropean box art shows protagonist Enriet Nariko.Developer(s)Ninja TheoryPublisher(s)Sony Computer EntertainmentDirector(s)Ben HibonNina KristensenTameem AntoniadesAndy SerkisProducer(s)MatDesignert(s)Tameem AntoniadesProgrammer(er)Dean CalverArtist(s)Hugues
GiboireWriter(s)Tameem AntoniadesRhiadesRhiadesPratchettAndrew S WalshComposer(s)Nitin SawhneyEngineHavok Platform(s)PlayStation 3ReleaseNA: September 12, 2007EU: September 14, 2007AU: September 20, 2007Genre(s)Action-adventure, hack and slashMode(s)Single-player Heavenly Sword is an
action-adventure hack and slash video game developed by Ninja Theory for the PlayStation 3 console and published by Sony Computer Entertainment Europe. The game was released in 2007. Gameplay game is an action-adventure title with heavy hack and slash gameplay. The gameplay of the game is similar to a
martial arts title that focuses on melee combat while offering opportunities for varied attacks. The main character, Nariko, uses a weapon called Heavenly Sword that changes to one of three forms depending on the attack posture the player uses as part of a unique fighting style. Speed Stance provides a smooth balance
between damage and speed, where the sword takes the form of two separate blades. [1] Range Stance allows fast, long-range, but weaker attacks, with the sword being two blades chained together. Power Stance is the most powerful, but slowest style, where attacks are made with the sword in the form of a large, twohanded blade. For exploration and some battles, the game also makes use of fast time events (QTE). Under a QTE, a symbol for a particular button or for an action appears such as moving the analog stick to the right or left of the screen, and the player must match what is displayed in order to complete the scene. [1] In
addition to Nariko, a secondary character, Kai, is controlled for certain parts of the game. [1] Many of Kai's scenes take the form of sniping missions, using their crossbows to remove enemies, in some cases to protect characters. While Kai can't perform hand-to-hand combat,[1] in stages that prompt her to explore the
level she can jump over objects and to free herself from an enemy's grip by momentarily stunning them. Projectiles can be maneuvered to their targets using the motion detection capability of the Sixaxis controller through a function called Aftertouch. Such projectiles include guiding Kai arrows after she has launched
them, and for Nariko, controlling a cannon or rocket launcher, or picking up and throwing objects. Plot This section's plot summary may be too long or excessively detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (November 2013) (Learn how and when to delete this template
message) Setting the game's history and mythos revolves around the titular Heavenly Sword, a leaf exercised by an unnamed Heavenly Deity against a demonic warlord called the Corporal. [2] After the battle was won and the Raven Lord defeated, the sword was left in the mortal world, becoming the center of war over
its power. [3] The fighting made the sword lust after the lives of its users, killing them to after a short time. [4] [5] A warrior tribe took care of the sword, which made on the wars and promised to keep it safe and unused for the good of the world. [6] Among the tribe, a legend said that the sword's original swingers would be
reborn during the year of the fire horse, and that this figure would unite the scattered tribes of the world and lead the world to peace. [7] Characters This section needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (November 2014) The game's narrator and protagonist is Nariko (Anna Peat), a wayward redhead woman born in
the year of the prophesied divine warrior: because she was a woman, her clan saw her as a mockery of prophecy and a foreshadowing of doom. [8] The game's main antagonist is King Bohan (Andy Serkis), a tyrannical ruler determined to make the tribes of the world heel and pave the way for a new golden age. [9]
Nariko is trained as a warrior by his father, Master Shen (Ewan Stewart), who both cares for her as a child and has difficulty coping with his role in the clan's apparent demise and the death of his wife. [10] Nariko's only friend is Kai (Lydia Baksh), a wild and erratic young girl who is the last member of a clan destroyed by
Bohan's armies. [11] Among Bohan's servants are his general, Flying Fox (Steven Berkoff): his serpentine mistress Whiptail (Race Davies): and Roach (Richard Ridings), Bohan's son, whom the king is so ashamed of because of Roach's fat appearance that he won't even recognize Roach as his own. [12] Story Game
begins in the media's travel, with Nariko fighting the forces of Bohan. As she fights the sword, it stops draining her life and she seemingly dies, waking up in a field and speaking to power in the sword about what has happened. Five days before, the Nariko clan is ambushed by King Bohan's forces. Before she joins the
fight, shen throws the sword into the ground next to her demanding that she take care of it. Nariko fights alongside his father and her clanmen as their defenses are weakened and stretched by masses of Bohan warriors scaling the city walls along with catapults. When the warriors and Shen flee Bohan's army, Nariko
protects them until they get a catapult moving towards the fort. As Shen had previously instructed her, she flees, because the fortress is apparently destroyed behind her. She passes a large black bird with a golden head, the animalic form of the Raven Lord. When Bohan's army captures her father and corners her
Nariko has no choice but to wield the sword to defend herself to escape. She takes a flying leap A cliff edge as Bohan's archers start shooting at her. Kai finds Nariko after disobeying Shen's orders to hide and informs her of the temple where her father and clan men are held captive. Nariko infiltrates the temple and is
ambushed by Flying Fox. She defeats the general and continues to save her father. Meanwhile, King Bohan plots to set up a trap for Nariko with Whiptail. Nariko falls into the trap, and Whiptail, after seeing most of her personal guards defeated, nariko tells the truth behind her father's original feelings about her birth –
Shen wanted to kill Nariko shortly after her birth, but couldn't bring herself to do so. [13] Nariko tells her father to leave her and fights with Whiptail. After Nariko laces Whiptail with the sword, King Bohan shows up and snaps Whiptail's neck in her dying moments, then catches the sword and an incapacitated Nariko. When
Shen escapes, Kai makes his way to Nariko's cell. Kai can find where Nariko is imprisoned and prays that she comes home with her. Nariko explains to Kai that she needs to resurrect the Heavenly Sword to kill King Bohan. She asks Kai to retrieve the sword and Kai accepts the task. Kai manages to find the Heavenly
Sword, only to also discover his mother's skeleton. In a flashback, it is revealed that a few years ago Kai's mother was murdered before her eyes by Flying Fox. Returning to the present, Kai is confronted by Flying Fox and barely manages to escape from him with the sword. Meanwhile, Nariko is forced by Bohan to fight
before his army against the Orangume, the pet of Roach's. During the battle, Kai arrives and casts the sword Nariko. When Nariko defeats all the Orangum, Bohan orders Roach to kill Nariko. After defeating Roach, both Nariko and Kai escape from the pit. Bohan then commands Flying Fox to kill Kai while his soldiers
take on Nariko. When the two try to escape, Flying Fox cuts Kai away from Nariko and they are separated. Nariko desperately tails Flying Fox, but when she finally catches up, he seemingly hangs Kai in front of her. Believing Kai dead, Nariko flies into a rage and battles with Flying Fox. As Nariko and Flying Fox duel,
Kai, who survived the drop, uses her crossbow to shoot an arrow into Flying Fox's head, killing him. Nariko releases the injured Cain from the noose and returns her to the clan's care. King Bohan gathers his men to launch a final attack to regain the Heavenly Sword. Nariko fights with his father and clansmen once again.
Nariko kills countless numbers of Bohan's troops with ease and destroys his catapults. Despite her efforts, the sword kills her, causing the events of the game full circle. But this time, Nariko turns her death by making a pact with the sword to protect it from becoming a useless and dusty relic, because it needs her more
than her clan needs it. [14] Nariko as a goddess-like figure, and to slaughter Bohan's troops. Desperate, Bohan asks the Raven Lord (who has been seen repeatedly throughout the game watching Nariko or being with Bohan) to give him the power to destroy Nariko. Bohan gets his wish and the Raven Lord merges with
him. [15] An epic battle is similar to that which is sold in prophecy. After Nariko succeeds in defeating Bohan, the raven leaves his body, and although Bohan begs for mercy, pecks out his eyes and flies away. As Nariko raises the sword to strike the final blow, Roach comes to his father's side and asks Nariko to let him
take Bohan. Nariko gives in, then Roach and Bohan leave, with Bohan calling Roach his son for the first time. [16] Although it succeeds in protecting the sword from getting into the hands of Bohan, Nariko still has to give his life for swinging it, for that is the price of using the almighty sword, and the story comes into its
own. Nariko reflects that she believes that they have fought in vain for the prophecy, that the sword was not from Heaven, but feels satisfied that she chose to be the one who intended to save her people from evil: she took the sword, paid the price and ultimately defeated Bohan's army, yet she was still a normal woman.
[17] Nariko heals Kai, and gives her the sword for storage, before she passes away. At the funeral, Nariko's body is placed in a boat filled with flowers, and Kai and Shen throw her out to sea. Development Heavenly Sword began development in 2002[18] with footage of the original PC version published on TeamXbox in
2004. [19] It had at one point been running on an early Xbox 360 prototype,[the mood needed] but this was abandoned in favor of the Playstation 3 when the title was picked up by SCEE. [20] The game was developed using Havok Complete, a combination of Havok Physics and Havok Animation. [21] Actor Andy Serkis
performs as the voice and motion capture actor for King Bohan, one of the great characters in Heavenly Sword; He also serves as dramatic director of the game and is one of the authors of the story of the game. Nariko is the voice of Australian actress Anna Peat. [22] Nariko's facial features are also based on Peats,
who participated in motion capture for the game in March 2007. [23] A demo was released for PlayStation Store on July 26, 2007 with a short, cinematic clip at the beginning and two short enemy battles, which lasted about five to ten minutes. An eight-second clip of the game was seen in an episode of the TV series
Heroes titled Parasite, ostensibly played by Jessica Sanders and her son, Micah. It featured Nariko running over ropes as they were cut by Bohan's soldiers, before landing on the platform to meet them. [24] While the episode aired over four months before the actual release of the game, the level that was shown
remained in the released build, including the rope sequence The icons in the final game used to inform the player which buttons to press were changed from large, central icons seen in the clip, to be smaller and placed at the bottom of the screen. Sony and Ninja Theory have made five making-of videos about the
production of Heavenly Sword, with each describing a certain aspect of the game's production, from music to motion capture. The videos can either be unlocked while playing the game or downloaded from PlayStation Store. Soundtrack Nitin Sawhney composed the music for the soundtrack. It was performed by the
Prague City Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of Stephen Hussey. Tameem Antoniades of Ninja Theory said we have our great orchestral soundtrack but we wanted to add a more ethnic factor and marry these two together. There are actually very few musicians in the world who are experts in both areas. Nitin
Sawhney is one of them. [25] Sawhney stated that his creation of musical textures takes in everything from Hollywood, European and Chinese cinema to Indian and Middle Eastern instrumentation through orchestras and soloists hovering between sonic tidal waves and reflective moments of intimate grace. [26] Related
Media Animated series Nariko represented in Part I of the animated series A series of Heavenly Sword animated episodes was released prior to the release of the game itself, acting as a prequel to the events of the game. The series, which consists of five episodes, was produced by London production company Blinkink
and animated by CHASE Animation Studios, led by Robert Chandler. The videos were made available both online[27] and through PlayStation Store. The first two videos were also featured on the resale version of the game; the latter three videos were not ready in time to be included. [28] The style of the animated series
differs from the graphics in the game itself. The animated series is based on a simple and stylized 2D look, which allowed director Ben Hibon to create a complete visual reinterpretation of the world and its inhabitants. [29] The videos were produced using a combination of Adobe Photoshop, Flash, and After Effects. Initial
reference frames were created with Photoshop, which was then animated in Flash and exported as separate layers to After Effects. The layers were composed on a 3D scene with multiple foreground, middle-range, and background elements, making it possible to use 3D cameras and lighting to provide depth and motion
to the video. [29] Film Main article: Heavenly Sword (film) A computer-generated animated film version, Heavenly Sword was produced, developed by Blockade Entertainment and written by author Todd Farmer. The announced actor is Anna Peat, returning as Nariko, Alfred Molina as King Bohan and Thomas Jane
voiceloke. [30] The film was released on Blu-ray, DVD and playstation network on September 2, 2014. [31] game appearances Nariko appears as a playable character in PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale, voiced by Jennifer Hale. [32] ReceptionReceptionAggregate scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic79/100[33]Review
ScorePublicationScoreEdge6/10[34]EGM8.33/10[35]Eurogamer7/1 1 0[36]Famitsu30/40[37]Game Informant8.75/10[38]GamePro[39]GameRevolutionb+[40]GameSpot8/10[41]GameSpy[42]GameTrailers7.9/10[43]GameZone8.8/10[44]IGN7/10[45][46]PSM8/10[47]A.V. ClubC+[48]USA
Today[49]AwardsPublicationAwardGameProEditor's Choice[39]OPM (AU)Silver Award[50] Heavenly Sword sold over one million copies in May 2008. [51] Tameem Antoniades stated in March 2010 that sales were about one and a half million, but that the developer did not break even. [53] The game was praised for its
graphics[36] and combat systems, while the criticism stemmed from the game's short length and lack of online capabilities. It received generally favorable reviews according to video game review newsreader Metacritic. [33] USA Today gave the game nine stars out of ten, say, PlayStation 3 fans hungry for more satisfying
first-party content from Sony will be saturated with the feverish pace Heavenly Sword provides. [49] Digital Spy gave it four stars out of five, saying: The lavish sword fighting system and the awesome presentation is what makes this title a worthy purchase. Sony seems to have created this game as a showcase for the
PS3 and forgot to get gameplay up to scratch. But despite its shortcomings, Heavenly Sword is a great buy for the excellent sword fighting sections and for those who simply want to show their friends just what the PS3 is capable of. [54] The New York Times gave it a favorable review, saying: The landscape is
breathtaking, battles can be exciting, and the intelligent, cruel King Bohan - voiced brilliantly by Andy Serkis (...) - is one of the best video game bursts ever. The game is frustrating because it seems like it should have been a good game and as if its creators were trying to make it a great game, but it just managed to be a
pretty good one. [55] Maxim gave it a score of six out of ten, saying, Some of the kisses are a total, the button-press sequence/finishing moves that the game steals straight from God of War require too much precision, and the sniper sequences are even more boring than the fighting. It's fun for a little while, and very
flashy, but in the end, for everything Heavenly Sword does right, it does two things wrong. [56] The A.V. Club gave it a C+ and stated that if Metal Gear Solid and Halo had acted this well, we'd be on to something. [48] In Japan, Famitsu scored a score of two sevens and two eights, for a total of 30 out of 40. [37]
GamesRadar featured Kai in the 2007 article Freakish fashion,[57] and Nariko as a game babe sex symbol in 2007 and 2009. [58] [59] In 2009, MSN nariko presented Gaming's hottest babes. [60] UGO featured her among Top Animated Hotties in 2008[61] and in their list of the best girls in video games in 2011,[62] and
also in the article 11 Strong Gaming Girls We Never Saw Again 2010. [63] In 2010, Lisa Foiles of The Escapist ranked Nariko first in the Top 5 Impractical Female Character hairstyles. [64] In 2013, complex ranked 18th largest heroine in video game history. [65] Cancelled sequel According to Ninja Theory co-founder
Tameem Antoniades, the story for the sequel has already been written; in fact, an entire trilogy is planned. He said: We've had the story for the sequel for a while now. Hopefully, if this game is successful, then there's no reason why there wouldn't be a sequel and we'd very much like to go into it. [66] On March 21, 2008,
on G4's Attack of the Show, it was noted on the rolling banner that Ninja Theory does not plan to create a sequel to Heavenly Sword, but has instead decided to work on a new project (probably Enslaved: Odyssey to the West). Although the information about the decision and the above-mentioned project was sparse, it
was stated that the production time of the new project will extend over two years, and that the project, like Heavenly Sword, will be extremely cinematic. Sony Computer Entertainment retains the intellectual property of Heavenly Sword, and there is always the possibility of production on a sequel that is posted on another
developer. [67] In 2008, it was reported that a sequel to Heavenly Sword was under development at SCE Cambridge Studio, but was cancelled because Sony no longer saw it as a commercially viable product. [68] Conceptual art for the title later appeared in 2012. [69] [70] References ^ a b c d Heavenly Sword Review IGN - via www.ign.com. ^ Ninja Theory (September 12, 2007). Heavenly Sword prequel series: Episode 1: The Legend of the Sword (PlayStation 3). Sony. Narrator: I curse the Corporal who lit the torch for terror in these countries. Some say he was mortal, a warlord who thirsted for power. [...] But I say he rose from Hell.
[...] Our salvation, our hope, it came from the Heavens. A soldier, furious and magnificent to behold. Powerful enough to challenge even the Raven Lord. ^ Ninja Theory (September 12, 2007). Heavenly Sword prequel series: Episode 2: Guardian of the Sword (PlayStation 3). Sony. Narrator: Men tore each other's flesh to
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